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[INTRODUCE]
We started We Are City as city celebrators. We still are. There is so much
good happening in Indianapolis, and in cities around the world, how could
we not celebrate it?
Civic pride is not a new thing, but “pop civic pride” is. Pop, aka pop science
or pop psychology or pop soda; short for popular but also as it relates to
the branding and packaging and things like civic hacking, tactical urbanism,
participatory planning, and crowdsourced budgeting. This version of civic
pride, this pop civic pride, is new. As millennials and Gen-X move back into
cities and into positions of leadership, they are bringing with them the ways
they understand the world. Gaming, social networking, ad hoc startup
attitude, spontaneity - these are becoming defining characteristics and tools
for the ways people engage with the city.

We watched this rise of civic pride happen as we built We Are City.

This document is an attempt to capture lessons learned, or at

While we were starting We Are City, NPR started its own city

least the ones we’ve studied and discussed. We wanted to

improvement section called Cities Project. The Atlantic Monthly

reflect on the many ideas and themes that emerged through

started Atlantic Cities (now CityLab). Next Cities continued its daily

our journey, and create a set of recommendations. These are

coverage. The BMW Guggenheim City Lab traveled the world. Major

more about attitude and approach than specific strategies.

publications like The Guardian address civic improvement on a
regular basis. There are now t-shirts donning almost every zip code
or area code for every city, fabrics with google maps of cities, city
flag tattoos, and city-inspired beer. This new version of civic pride is
a thing. It’s different than the booster clubs of the past, which were
often about cheerleading a city and highlighting just the positive.

More than a few people wrote this BRIEFING, which is how We
Are City has always worked anyway. We’ve tried to apply a
central tone, but you’ll hear different voices speaking through.
We Are City.

This new form of civic pride focuses instead on civic improvement,

To say it out loud is to become part of it. It is a declaration. “We”

warts and all. It frames city improvement as a shared experience,

is inclusive, suggesting that all of us here in Indianapolis are

not one isolated to the upper echelons of government or commerce.

together on this little 700,000-person boat of civilization amidst a

But the more we studied and discussed city improvement from a
pop-city-building perspective the clearer it became that a good deal
of transformative work resides in some immediate familiar places:
neighborhood development, education, issues of equity, and
infrastructure. These are what we have often referred to through We
Are City’s lifespan as “wicked” problems. They’re the tough ones
that can’t be solved with just a brewery or fancy restaurant.

sea of corn fields and small towns. “Are” is confident, assertive,
definitive. And “City” implies a spectrum of responses and beliefs.
Those of us writing this document aren’t presuming to speak for
anyone except ourselves. We are simply saying that lower-case-we
are a part of capitalized-We; and that we do have common
interests, common problems, and maybe common solutions.
We Are City.

[CHOOSE]
If you have ever played SimCity you’ve learned a valuable lesson for anyone
interested in improving their city: the lesson of choice. What makes a game a game
is choice. To do one thing is to not do another. Move left, and you can’t move right.
Place something here, and you haven’t placed it there. Choice.
Real-life cities are like games. Cities have limited resources. And even if a city’s
resources were unlimited, city improvement is still bound by time: to do one
thing in one moment is not doing many other things in that same moment.
At the beginning of We Are City we discussed the notion of choice. Not just
its existence, but how do we decide what to do and when? We can’t do it all.
So we came up with a system that might help us choose what to do and
when to do it. We did this by separating out city improvement into three
categories: baseline, distinctive, and exceptional.
Baselines are are basic infrastructures, assets and policies that every city
needs to have in order to function in the 21st century. Newer baselines
include bike lanes, a smoking ban, a tech sector, and walkability.
Obvious, longstanding baselines include transit, public safety, working

sewers and water, snow removal, electricity, a functioning school system, and so
forth. For an asset that may not be fundamental infrastructure to become a baseline,
a majority of cities must share this asset or characteristic. A baseline is the bare
minimum a city must embrace before its absence becomes a negative. Cities that
go below the minimum baseline requirements or that lack a particular universally
recognized baseline seriously jeopardize their competition with other cities.
Then there are distinctives. These are things that make a city unique, like
Chattanooga’s mile-long pedestrian bridge or our own Monument Circle. These
attributes are indigenous to a city. Distinctives are difficult to replicate in other
cities. Distinctives add a lot of value to a city, but often appear organically,
from the bottom-up. Or they may already exist in the natural environment,
like rivers or nearby natural landmarks, or come inherited from history in the
form of the built or designed environment (e.g., Monument Circle, Central
Park, etc.). A distinctive can be a long-standing storyline or value. It can be
weather, proximity to cornfields, or particular cultural assets or identities.
It’s often hard to set a definitive dollar amount to the value of distinctives,
but residents of a city can often list distinctive attributes with ease. Even
neighborhoods can be a distinctive. A city might have a community
that is similar to New York’s Greenwich Village or San Francisco’s
Mission District, but they’ll never actually have those neighborhoods.
Distinctives, like anything, can rise and fall in their degree of impact
and importance and should be cultivated and maintained.

Finally, there are exceptionals. An exceptional is taking a baseline or

that we can ever make enough bike lanes to become exceptional in that area.

distinctive to the absolute best possible result. Hosting a Super Bowl is a

However, the Indianapolis Cultural Trail is a good approach to this challenge.

great example of an exceptional. Generally speaking, any city can create

It has become a distinctive for Indianapolis, an exceptional distinctive.

an exceptional. It’s possible, theoretically, for any city with the proper
facilitates to host a Super Bowl or to have the largest mall in America
or to have the biggest theme park. But exceptionals require significant
investment - be it finances, time, or political capital. If the investment is
successful and truly exceptional then it is noteworthy. Our Super Bowl
was exceptional because of the ways we leveraged our distinctives: our
volunteer culture, Hoosier hospitality, a compact walkable downtown
with proximity to a downtown stadium. One could argue that the city

Sometimes a combination of a baseline and a distinctive is one way to
approach a problem. One could easily argue that every city needs some
semblance of a thriving tech sector; that’s the baseline. But can the health
of Indianapolis’ tech sector ever exceed that of Silicon Valley? Instead,
Indianapolis could work to build a baseline tech sector and turn it into a
distinctive. For example, could Indianapolis strive for the most racially
diverse startup culture?

of Dubai has so many exceptionals that its exceptionalism is now

How much time and money should a city spend trying to become

their distinctive. Exceptionals easily lend themselves to metrics

exceptional? Can a characteristic be converted into a distinctive rather

- because they often demonstrate how a city is the most or the

than an exceptional? And when should something remain a baseline?

biggest or the best.

What baselines in Indianapolis do we need to establish to become

A distinctive is to be the only one, while an exceptional is to be the
best. Baselines are the given, the minimum required to remain

competitive? Where are we over-investing because we wrongfully
assume something is a baseline?

competitive as a city. With this in mind, what choices can a city

It’s a game, but a serious one with real-world implications. It’s a

make that are a wise choice of time and money?

choice to do something here and there and when and where, at the

Take bike lanes. As of 2014, Indianapolis has 63.89 miles
of bike lanes. San Diego has 620 miles. It’s highly unlikely

cost of not doing something else.
What do we choose?

[AMPLIFY]
In 2000, non-Hispanic whites were 69% of the total U.S. population. In 2014, nonHispanic whites comprise 63%. In 2042, whites will comprise less than 50% of
the US population making them one of many minorities. Kids living in cities that
are ten years old now are already a part of that diverse world. As they grow up,
they and their friends and their peers and, later, their co-workers and wives and
husbands, will continue to reflect this growing diversity.
How do we embrace, amplify and celebrate this change so that we create a
vibrant community that is globally relevant and economically thriving?
It’s never easy to plan for the future, but this is different because increasing
diversity is a statistical absolute. We can plan for this. The cities that choose to
embrace it are positioning themselves for future success. Equity is no longer
just a moral imperative, it’s a strategic social and economic imperative.

What is one big change that can happen now? Perhaps we can rethink the way we
talk to each other. “Inclusion,” that is “the action or state of including or of being
included within a group or structure,” is often cited as one way to mitigate exclusion.
Unfortunately, inclusion often it implies what is important is happening here, not out
there, and all that remains is to invite the non-majority into the conversation here.
It is not enough to provide a seat at the table. Maybe we need to move the table.
What is happening “out there” is equally important.
We need to be willing to continuously redefine diversity. When we say diversity
we often think “white” and “black,” and that distinction has, in many ways, framed
the discussion around diversity in the US and Indianapolis for a long time. Given
recent events in other cities, our conversations about diversity will and should
continue to focus on race. But as we have this conversation, what can we
learn about other forms of injustice and inequity? How can we build systems
that empower the citizenry regardless of race, gender, sexual orientation,
immigration status, physical ability, or class?
Cities are democracy. Rule by one; whether it’s by King George, or by a single
group of homogenous people, is the antithesis of American urban life. The
story of the United States (and the world) is the story of a people moving from
country to city. Let us hope the next chapter of this story is the movement
from exclusion to access.

[BUILD]
Universal, barrier-free, intuitive, user-centered, evidence-based, and designfor-all are design movements that share a unifying idea: it’s never just one
type of person who is using an object, a building, or a street.
Design often defaults to the mean, the average, the middle. Look at a
doorknob. Why is it in the middle of the door? It has been placed in a location
one might consider the average highest frequency use. The knob is in the middle
for people with full function of their hand and other physical abilities. And while
this is satisfactory for the majority of users, it leaves out portions of the population
who do not fit into this average user group. It is designed for the mean, not for the
spectrum. Now compare this to a door handle that runs the vertical length of the
door and responds to mild pressure to open as opposed to the dual twist and push
actions of a door knob. Immediately this design allows for an increased number of
users because it has increased the variables for contact and use.

How are we considering these principles not only as we design an object,
wayfinding, or entryway, but as a fundamental characteristic of how we design
and build cities? This requires a fundamental shift in the way we understand
cities. It sometimes means more money and time. But good things happen
when we build for the spectrum.

sensory and cognitive differences? Traditionally we have considered
physical limitations when designing for accessibility compliance.
But with the dramatic increase of the autism diagnosis and growing

The Indianapolis Cultural Trail is an example of building for the spectrum.

awareness of sensory challenges, how do we design to accommodate for

Most of us in the city still travel by car, and that will be true for a long time. But

the sensory and cognitive spectrum?

by building for bike-users, walkers, those in wheelchairs, skateboarders, and
Segwayers, you create something that benefits everyone. Designing for all also
designs for choice.

Architect Magda Mostafa created the Autism ASPECTSS Design Index while
working on a facility in Cairo for children with autism. This tool considers the
autism index and prescribes the reduction of particular noises, the effective

Do we see the spectrum as always shifting? Are we watching the fringe of

use of transitional spaces, and the creation of what she describes as “sensory

population demographics? Design for “all” means first understanding who the

havens.” These same principles can help create low-stress environments.

“all” is. For instance, how do we think beyond physical limitations and consider

Similarly, consider the core principles of universal design, which include the
following: equitable use, flexibility in use, simple and intuitive approaches,
perceptible information, tolerance for error, low requirement for physical effort,
and size and space for approach and use. These serve as components for an
urban design philosophy that enhances public and private spaces for all users.
Let’s expand the spectrum and design our cities accordingly, not only for the
benefit of the few but for the better of the whole.

[FLOW]
My deep love for cities was shaped by many experiences as a youth: years as a
graffiti writer, multiple Amtrak trips to Chicago and NYC with my father, devouring
city-as-character films such as The Omega Man, Blade Runner, and Dawn of the
Dead. But none were as formative as the many years I spent on my skateboard.
Street skating is primarily about the “line,” the creation of a seamless flow from
obstacle to obstacle. The skater views the built environment as a continuous
canvas, looking for connections or “lines” wherever they can.
Street skating is about exploration. The skater thrives on finding little undiscovered
nooks in the city that have good energy and are serendipitously designed in a
way that the skater can repurpose. The entire city is up for grabs, and it is theirs.
Skaters know their cities like no one else.

Street skating is about the vibe of the spot. A spot is a preferred location

Urban design should allow for discovery, creating spaces to be explored

for extended skating sessions. A spot is judged by the uniqueness

by users. Through exploration, these spaces become imbued with memory

of its obstacles, proximity to home, how well known it is (possession
and specialness), the view, its usefulness in downtime (seating, shade,
refreshments, etc.), memories, and the legacy of previous skaters.

and an interdependent, contextual relationship between self and place.
Urban design may not be able to create vibe, but best practices and strategies
can be utilized to distinguish a space and provide an opportunity for ownership
through adaptation. This adaptation can be supported through the flexibility

Street skating is about adaptation and creative reuse. Ledges, benches, rails,
curbs, parking lot islands, stairs, cones, walls, sculptures, grassy medians, and

of spaces and thinking universally and holistically about the possibilities of
programmatic design as opposed to activation through programming.

driveways all have official uses but those functions are thwarted and redefined in
the mind of the skater. They are an unintentional infrastructure.

And of course, we should think about space as cinematic and seasonal, visually
shifting with each month and day and hour, creating vistas and spaces for

Street skating is about documentation. The more creative and odd the spot, the
better it looks in photographs and films. The skater also loves to document city life

temporarily invested interest, places for both contemplation and collaboration,
spaces to be seen and to just be.

in general. Their life is often a magnet for the strange and the raw.
Skate and create.
Street skating is subterranean place-making. The conditions that support a
vibrant and hospitable environment for street skating are the same conditions
and principles that provide citizens with spaces for engagement with their
surroundings - the line, exploration, vibe, adaptation, documentation.
Urban design should understand movement as defined and formed better by
the subconscious efficiencies of the pedestrian than utilitarian and vehicular
rigidness. It should allow for lines and flow through the urban space.

[REGENERATE]
Infrastructure is not exactly the sexiest thing to talk about. There are no
starchitects proudly boasting about their pipe designs or subsurface
drainage systems. As the underlying structures which support our systems,
infrastructure is inherently hidden from us and is often overlooked. It plays a
critical role, however, in the form and function of our current and future cities.
Our infrastructure historically comes as a response to emergent or acute
problems. Multi-billion-dollar estimates of infrastructure damage and
reconstruction costs from Hurricane Sandy and Hurricane Katrina demonstrate
the scale of our challenges. In the more distant past, infrastructure construction has
been a driven by localized issues such as sanitation, flooding, or fire. The reaction
has been to engineer systems that solve a single problem at a particular time with
little thought for future conditions. Making infrastructure decisions as a response to
the past, rather than as anticipation of the future, has perpetuated the existing
infrastructure paradigm: construction, decline, disaster, reconstruction.
Now is the time to build systems that are much more resilient. Rather
than reactive repair, the future of infrastructure design needs to be
anticipatory, proactive, and dynamic to be truly sustainable. Much

like an ecosystem, these future infrastructures could contain many small-

Another component in the future of resilient infrastructure is the shift

scale, networked elements that serve a multitude of uses, rather than one

away from single-function to multifunctional infrastructure. This

single guiding purpose for their existence.

is a fairly radical rethink of past designs that solved a particular

Taken on a smaller scale, cities can help merge low-tech with high-tech
infrastructure. Urban community garden plots, for example, could not only
provide food for urban dwellers, but serve as stormwater management
systems, allowing water and waste to be recycled at the smallest scale with
real-time sensors telling the centralized infrastructure system how much less
will have to be processed downstream.

problem for an isolated part of the larger system – water, waste, or
transportation. The networked nature of our future cities will allow
for future infrastructures to cross sectors and serve many interests.
We can look at the current urban waste infrastructures that have
the sole purpose of moving water and solid waste far away from
human settlements. Future designs could instead see these waste
flows as a resource and reconnect other essential city services

Infrastructure designs will not only have to anticipate short-term, local

together. This is already starting to happen; in southern California,

conditions, but chronic long-term, global phenomena as well. The changing

wastewater has been converted into drinking water, which is

physical forms of our future infrastructure that might be affected by this climate

potentially cleaner than what is found in snowmelt.

change have largely been driven by post-disaster scenarios. After Sandy and
Katrina, for example, solutions focused on anticipated increases in sea level
driven by climate change, planning for infrastructures that could “protect” cities
from future flooding. Alternatively, progressive coastal infrastructure proposals
include designs that rely heavily on natural wetland and “green” solutions to
buffer and adapt to the disturbances through time, letting ecological processes

Multifunctional designs offers an opportunity to merge
traditional infrastructure with other uses, such as recreation.
When wetlands are created for hurricane mitigation, the
resulting park-like settings allow for numerous societal goals to
be accomplished as well. Many of the distributed stormwater

respond, shift, and adjust to each intervention rather than creating stiffer, man-

practices – like rain gardens or green roofs – also have

made armour. In Indianapolis, probably the most noticeable climate change

aesthetic values. Combining functions helps infrastructures

impact will be the increased frequency of flood events and droughts.

of these future cities become even more connected.

Physical infrastructure is typically the only form of infrastructure that we think

Do these types of social, cultural, or political infrastructures crumble in the

about. Leaders talk about the need to repair “crumbling” infrastructure such our

same way that pipes and roads do? Potentially. Some have argued, for

roads, bridges, and pipes. The problem with this narrow definition, however, is

example, that the global “Occupy” movement demonstrates a shake-up of

that by considering infrastructure only in its physical form, much of the functional

the cultural infrastructure in response to economic systems. This shift clearly

relationships between humans in the city are neglected and the chance to utilize

had implications for the physical spaces in cities that served as a setting for

them is lost. These social, political, economic, and cultural infrastructure support

these interventions, with questions about the rights of individuals to spend

systems inform and respond to our physical cities in important ways. Much of

time in designated public areas and refocused attention on the role that

this is currently happening in cyberspace; social networks, crowdsourcing, and

these “green infrastructure” areas had in shaping the city’s social relations.

mobile technology source from city data to drive new projects. For example,
Street Bump in Boston notifies the city when you hit a pothole, and Big Apps
NYC connects people to public data and project developers.

It is the future of the non-physical infrastructures that is most uncertain.
Indianapolis could focus on opportunities to bridge these physical
and nonphysical infrastructures through, for example, social practices
that build community cohesion and draw attention to multifunctional
places. Reconstruction efforts following smaller-scale, less devastating
disturbances often connect communities with their surroundings in
unique and interesting ways. For truly robust and resilient physical
infrastructures to emerge in the future, the non-physical components
of this infrastructure must be better integrated into the functions and
services that we, so far, have kept hidden.

[REPROGRAM]
When we think of the history of art, we think of a history of object-making.
The function and purpose of objects changes in relation to the needs and
desires of its users. During the twentieth century a movement emerged that
deliberately blurred art and life, making art more about experience than the
object itself. Some artists abandoned object-making altogether and began
to explore the construction or alteration of environments. Now, process
and context are equally important factors for the creation, experience, and
evaluation of art.
Public art in both its physical and programmatic form (i.e., performative,
political, and social practice art) can learn from this history. Art should do
more than decorate the urban experience as an object of an affection. Art
in the public realm can be a catalyst for transformation. However, there are
limitations on what art can do to fix a space. Programming, public art,
and social practice art cannot create a sense of place when the space
is inherently broken. Sometimes a median needs a tree before it needs
a piece of art, unless of course that piece of art is by Joseph Beuys.

The subjective nature of art doesn’t free us from applying objective metrics to

By adopting a framework that understands art and design at a city-block or

measure its impact on the health of a space and a community. In fact, art in the

city-wide scale, we can support urban design that weaves investments into the

public realm is doubly accountable to both the intellectual and aesthetic rigor of

surrounding physical, social, and ecological systems and builds a city that itself

art and the social-economic complexity of community development. When art

is a work of art.

is in the public realm, we should expect the highest quality and concept, taking
into consideration art history and theory, as well as the political/social/cultural
climate of a neighborhood, city, region, state, country, and world. We need to
measure and evaluate the impact of public art and programming as we would
any other public service or good.
Let’s move away from public art as ornamentation and towards a holistic
intersection of art, design, and infrastructure. Urban design, landscape
architecture, and public art working in concert can engage the public in ways
that beautify a person’s experience of the built and natural environment. This
blurring of art and life embraces a fluid, integrated, playful, and inspirational
approach. It allows for a new set of possibilities to emerge. By avoiding
prescriptive models for public engagement, and instead providing
sustainable and malleable spaces for discovery and social
interaction, citizens can begin to program their own vision for
their communities.

[TELL]
Today there’s a trend towards whittling cities down to an elevator pitch, a
strange compulsion to find a single ‘brand’ such as art, technology, families,
entrepreneurship, or sports. By definition, any good town is a place where people
gather to do lots of different things. Cities do not require sloganeering; they demand
thousands of mythologies and personalities so that each individual can discover
what suits him or her. Energy, mystery, and possibility are what draw people to
cities, and they are what kept a weird term like ‘Hoosier’ alive for all these years.
James A. Reeves, The Manufactured History of Indianapolis (2013)
There has been an ongoing discussion amongst various circles about Indianapolis’
narrative. Some argue we need to move beyond or maybe even abandon the
amateur sports narrative of our past, while others have claimed we need to build
upon it. But were amateur sports a narrative or a strategy? It has certainly become
part of our story and will be a significant chapter in our history, but people might
be using the term “narrative” as a replacement for the hard-sell word of “brand.”
Branding is for subdivisions, frozen pizzas, and hand sanitizers.

As we move forward in this discussion we need to build shared definitions
of the terms. We also need to reach consensus on the objective. For
what group or groups of people are we crafting this brand, narrative, or
strategy? Who is our audience? How will Indianapolis look or function

We have only just begun to realize and explore Indianapolis’
special urban-agrarian culture, even though it is a rich, deep, and
embedded part of our identity and history. Effectively captured
and capitalized on, this self-defining narrative could be leveraged

differently if we are successful in telling this story? The amateur sports

as a strength and brand. We can be the diamond in the cornfield,

theme was a strategy that became a narrative. It certainly is an asset.

Indianapolis as Field of Dreams, or City of Dreams. We should

And an evaluation of our assets is the first step to building a successful
and honest brand. That is, if we even really need one.

support spaces for urban agriculture that are thoughtful,
contribute to beautification, and consider large-scale edible
and productive landscape tactics. Our agrarian identity also

Think about a city, and then think about a city’s brand. Except for the “I

contributes to a narrative of sustainability and resiliency, a

Heart NY” campaign, which is barely recent history, it’s hard to imagine

new baseline for cities that is essential for their survival.

a city’s brand. What is the brand of Chicago, San Francisco, Seattle,
Cincinnati, or Portland? There are things that come to mind when

What about the sports strategy? How can sports be leveraged

you think of each, but we think of their assets, not their marketing

to create an active, playful, and engaged citizenry? How can

campaign.

we move from being a spectator sports culture to a participant
culture that celebrates both competitive and noncompetitive

We need to focus our work on building assets and then begin to craft

active sports, play, and gaming? New amenities that support

a story that is authentic and aspirational. But we still want a brand,

active play can extend our distinctive narrative while confronting

don’t we? It is an irresistible desire. Everyone has a brand. Coca-Cola

and combatting our dangerously obese and sedentary public.

has a brand. McDonald’s has a brand. The car-lot on the corner has

We can articulate the narrative through highly visible and creative

a brand. So here are a few brands for you. Brands that allow us to

basketball courts within downtown in honor of Oscar Robertson

unify our investments for the greatest impact in Indianapolis.

and his Dust Bowl, skate parks, and playgrounds.

And then there is the sweet spot where these two things intersect:
the story of Major Taylor and the fact that we manufacture the
world’s fastest bicycle wheels; a quarterback who is an architect,
reads about the history of concrete, and compliments his tackling
opponents; and the Hoosier engineers who built cars in their
garages, pre-empting Bill Gates and Steve Jobs by 80 years.
But what if we were the city that allowed you to create your own
narrative? What if we were a city that gave you the platform to dream
and build and tell your own story?
In the end, we are grateful that our community is more and more willing
Or perhaps we need to tell the story about how we are the nerdiest city in

to accept and embrace the notion that we are a city. In accepting this

America. The nerd story is one of innovation, speed, and risk. We need to talk

we are accepting the beautiful possibilities and unavoidable challenges

about emerging tech industry and its historic roots in people like Carl Fisher

of urbanism. We are confronted daily with our successes and our

and Madame C. J. Walker, as well as our jazz and automotive history. Leave it to

failures, forcing us towards solutions that require density, diversity, and

a city of self-confident nerds to build a stadium without a team. Our rich literary

designing for a more resilient future. In the end, we are learning to love our

history includes the likes of Booth Tarkington, Kurt Vonnegut, Mari Evans, and

neighbor, our fellow citizen, and our shared geography that is governed

Etheridge Knight and newbies John Green, Mitchell Douglass, Tony Styxx, and

out of pragmatism and that challenges the dividing dogmatic idealism of

Ben Winters. We have conventions dedicated to gamers, band geeks, and kids

national political allegiance. We are citizens in a chaotic economy of public

who bring sheep to school: GenCon, Drum Corps, Future Farmers.

and private forces. We are neighbors. We are collaborators. We are city.
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